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Abstract

Despite the advances made in the last decade in automated planning, no planner outperforms all the others in every known benchmark domain. This observation motivates the idea of selecting different planning algorithms for different domains. Moreover, the planners’ performances are affected by the structure of the search space, which depends on the encoding of the considered domain. In many domains, the performance of a planner can be improved by exploiting additional knowledge, extracted in the form of macro-operators or entanglements.

In this paper we propose AGAP, an automatic algorithm selection approach for Planning that: (i) for a given domain initially learns additional knowledge, in the form of macro-operators and entanglements, which is used for creating different encodings of the given planning domain and problems, and (ii) explores the 2 dimensional space of available algorithms, defined as encodings–planners couples, and then (iii) selects the most promising algorithm for optimising the quality of the solution plans.

Introduction

Although in the last decade the performance of domain-independent planners has significantly improved, there is no planner that outperforms all others in every benchmark domain. The performance of current planning systems is typically affected by the structure of the search space, which depends on the planning domain and its considered encoding. In many domains, the planning performance can be improved by deriving and exploiting knowledge about the domain and problem structure that is not explicitly given in the input formalization, and that can be used for optimizing the planner behaviour.

These observations motivate the idea of extracting additional knowledge about the planning domains and automatically selecting the most promising planning algorithm, exploiting such knowledge, for a given domain.

In this paper we propose AGAP, an automatic algorithm selection approach for planning that: (i) for a given domain initially learns additional knowledge, in the form of macro-operators and entanglements (inner and outer), which is used for creating different encodings of the given planning domain and problems (i.e. planning domain/problem reformulation), and (ii) explores the 2 dimensional space encodings (e)–planners (p), and then (iii) selects the best algorithm (e, p) for optimising the quality of the solution plans.

In the proposed approach, each algorithm has two dimensions: one dimension is represented by different encodings of a given domain, the other is represented by existing high-performance domain-independent planners. We decided to consider each couple (e, p) as a different algorithm because the different knowledge carried in the generated encodings, e, makes even the same planner p perform very differently.

AGAP is an evolution of the system proposed in (Vallati, Chrpa, and Kitcin 2013); AGAP is focused on quality of the solutions, and considers a different set of planners and a larger set of reformulation techniques. We are not aware of other completely automated planning systems exploiting a pure algorithm selection approach, in the sense that they automatically select a single algorithm for solving a specific class of planning problems. If we include the portfolio-based approach for planning, which can be considered as a superset of the algorithm selection one, our approach is related to the work of (Howe et al. 1999; Roberts and Howe 2007), PbP2 (Gerevini, Saetti, and Vallati 2009; 2011) and Fast Downward Stone Soup (Helmert, Röger, and Karpas 2011; Seipp et al. 2012), with some significant differences.

The major difference between all the approaches above and AGAP is that we made a domain-specific selection of a single algorithm, which is defined by a couple encoding–planner. Moreover, the Roberts and Howe approaches select the planners to exploit online, while we select the algorithm offline. Additionally the knowledge generated by the Roberts and Howe systems is domain-independent, while the knowledge generated and exploited by AGAP is domain-specific.

PbP2 learns a domain-specific portfolio. It incorporates seven planners it can choose from. It lets them learn macro-actions for the given domain, and runs up to three best-performing ones in a round-robin fashion with learned time slots. What differentiates our approach from PbP2, is that (i) we generate new encodings of given domains by looking for both macro-operators and entanglements, (ii) we explore the two-dimensional algorithm space encodings–planners, and (iii) we select only one algorithm to exploit on a domain.

Fast Downward Stone Soup is a recent approach to selecting and combining a set of forward-state planning tech-
techniques included in the well known domain-independent planner Fast Downward (Helmert 2006). Their approach is domain-independent, it does not extract any additional knowledge from the planning domains (in the form of macro-operators or entanglements). It exploits a statical combination of several different planning techniques for solving a single problem.

In the rest of the paper, first we give the necessary background on planning problem reformulations, then we describe the AGAP approach and finally we give conclusions.

Planning Problem Reformulations
Analogously to the possibility that a planning system can be implemented in many different ways, so planning domains and problems can be also encoded in several different ways. Typically, environment and action descriptions correspond with real situations which produces useful outputs for agents (or robots) that they can easily execute. On the other hand, sometimes such an encoding is not very efficient and therefore some additional planner independent knowledge (e.g. macro-operators) is often included to increase the efficiency of planning engines.

Macro-operators
A macro-operator, shortly macro, encapsulates a sequence of (primitive) planning operators and can be represented as an ordinary planning operator. In the well-known planning domain Blocksworld, it may be observed that instances of the operator unstack(?x ?y) are followed by instances of the operator putdown(?x). Hence, it is reasonable to assemble these operators into a macro unstack-putdown(?x ?y). Creating macros (Dawson and Siklóssy 1977), which can be understood as 'short-cuts' in the state space, is therefore a well known and studied approach which in some cases can speed up plan generation considerably (Newton et al. 2007; Botea et al. 2005). Macros can be added into planning domains and reformulated domains can be passed to any planning engine. To raise the efficiency of the planning process, an approach (Chrpa 2010) besides generating new macros also removes some primitive operators which are very likely useless. In our example, if the new macro unstack-putdown(?x ?y) is created, then it may be observed that the primitive operator putdown(?x) is useless (unless an initial state consists of a situation where the robotic hand holds some block).

Entanglements
Entanglements (Chrpa and McCluskey 2012) are relations between planning operators and atoms (predicates). Entanglements aim to capture the causal relationships characteristic for a given class of planning problems which in many cases enable a reduction of the branching factor in the state space. There are two kinds of entanglements, outer and inner entanglements.

Outer entanglements are relations between planning operators and initial or goal atoms (predicates) which refer to situations where to solve a given planning problem we need only such instances of operators where instances of a certain predicate in an operator’s precondition or positive (add) effects respectively are present in an initial state or goal situation respectively. In the Blocksworld it can be observed that unstacking blocks only occurs from their initial positions. In this case an ‘entanglement by init’ will capture that if an atom on(a b) is to be achieved for a corresponding instance of operator unstack(?x ?y) (unstack(a b)), then the atom is an initial atom. Similarly, it may be observed that stacking blocks only occurs to their goal positions. Then, an ‘entanglement by goal’ will capture that atom on(b a) achieved by a corresponding instance of operator stack(?x ?y) (stack(b a)) is a goal atom. Encoding outer entanglements into planning domains and problems is done by introducing static predicates which allow only instances following conditions of outer entanglements (for details, see (Chrpa and McCluskey 2012)).

Inner entanglements are relations between pairs of planning operators and predicates which refer to situations where one operator is an exclusive ‘achiever’ or ‘consumer’ of a predicate to or from another operator. In the Blocksworld it may be observed that operator pickup(?x) achieves predicate holding(?x) exclusively for operator stack(?x,?y) (and not for operator putdown(?x)), i.e., pickup(?x) is ‘entangled by succeeding’ stack(?x,?y) with holding(?x). Similarly, it may be observed that predicate holding(?x) for operator putdown(?x) is exclusively achieved by operator unstack(?x ?y) (and not by operator pickup(?x)), i.e., putdown(?x) is ‘entangled by preceding’ unstack(?x ?y) with holding(?x). Encoding inner entanglements into planning domains and problems must ensure ‘achiever’ and ‘consumer’ exclusivity given by these inner entanglements. It is done by using specific predicates, ‘locks’, which prevents executing certain instances of operators in some stage of the planning process. An instance of an operator having a ‘lock’ in its precondition cannot be executed after executing an instance of another operator (‘locker’) having a ‘lock’ in its negative effects until an instance of some other operator (‘releaser’) having a ‘lock’ in its positive effects has been executed. For example, a situation where pickup(?x) is ‘entangled by succeeding’ stack(?x,?y) with holding(?x) is modeled such that pickup(?x) is a ‘locker’ for putdown(?x) and stack(?x,?y) is a ‘releaser’ for putdown(?x). For details, see (Chrpa and McCluskey 2012).

Entanglements are extracted from training plans, solutions of simpler problems, in such a way that we check for each operator/pair of operators and related predicates whether the entanglement conditions are satisfied in all the training plans (some error rate might be allowed since training plans may consist of ‘flaws’ such as redundant actions). Although applying extracted entanglements might cause loss of solvability of some non-training problems, it has been empirically shown that it does not happen (or happens very rarely) if the structure of the training problems is similar to the testing problems one. For deeper insights, see (Chrpa and McCluskey 2012).
Combining Macros and Entanglements

It is well known that adding macros into planning domain models may significantly increase the branching factors because macros, especially more complex ones, can have much more instances than primitive operators. Outer entanglements, on the other hand, eliminate some unpromising operators’ instances. AGAP considers two different approaches for combining them.

*MUM* (Chrpa, Vallati, and McCluskey 2014) is a technique for generating macros which exploits outer entanglements. For generating a set of macro candidates, it investigates dependencies and independencies of actions in plans (Chrpa 2010). Then, MUM selects ‘proper’ macros according to number of components of argument matching graphs. In an argument matching graph of a macro, nodes are macro’s arguments and edges between nodes indicate that corresponding arguments appear together in a static or ‘entangled’ predicate (clearly, such predicates are defined in macro’s scheme). Heuristically, it is assumed that smaller number of argument matching graph components implies smaller number of macro’s instances. Note that MUM applies (outer) entanglements only on macros (not the primitive operators), so completeness is not compromised even if some detected entanglements are incorrect. *Aggressive MUM* is a technique similar to MUM, but it applies outer entanglements also on primitive operators, which results in potential incompleteness.

‘*Combo*’ encapsulates a technique for macro generation from inner entanglements (Chrpa et al. 2013). The technique exploits the ‘natural property’ of inner entanglements, i.e., that one operator achieves a predicate (or predicates) for another operator. To generate a macro it must be ensured that no other operator has to be applied in between. In particular, a possible achiever for the second operator does not ‘clobber’ any predicate for the first one; if the first operator is an achiever for some other operator (not the second one), the second operator is not a ‘clobberer’ for that operator; the first operator does not achieve predicates for multiple instances of the second operator. Taking into account exclusivity of predicate achievement or requirement given by inner entanglements, we can remove one or both primitive operators after a macro is generated (Chrpa et al. 2013). After generating macros (and removing concerned primitive operators) outer entanglements are applied on macros as well as on the rest of primitive operators.

The Proposed Approach

AGAP includes the following existing high performance domain-independent planners: *Lama*-11 (Richter and Westphal 2010; Richter, Westphal, and Helmert 2011), *LPG* (Gerevini, Saetti, and Serina 2003), *Metric-FF* (Hoffmann 2003), *Mp* (Rintanen 2012), *Probe* (Lipovetzky and Geffner 2011) and *SGPlan* (Chen, Wah, and Hsu 2006). We selected them due to their good performances in International Planning Competitions (IPC) and the different techniques they exploit.

The learning phase of AGAP is composed of four steps: (i) extraction of additional knowledge (macros and entanglements), (ii) generate new encodings of planning domains/problems, (iii) generation of all the algorithms as couples $(e, p)$, (iv) measurement of the performances of the available algorithms, and (v) selection of the most promising algorithm for solving the testing instances.

Through these techniques AGAP is able to generate at most four new encodings per domain: Outer entanglements (only), MUM, Aggressive MUM and Combo. The maximum number of algorithms per domain is 30, which arises from 6 included planners that can be used with 5 different encodings.

The current version of AGAP runs the available algorithms on training problems. The performances are measured in terms of CPU time required for solving each training instance, quality of the solutions found, and the number of solved problems. The performances of each algorithm $(e, p)$ are then compared in order to select the most promising one to execute on testing problems.

For selecting the most promising algorithm, AGAP uses the quality IPC score. It is a value, firstly introduced in IPC-6 (Fern, Khardon, and Tadepalli 2011), which considers qualities and number of solved problems together. It is very useful because it synthesizes different aspects of planners’ performance in a single value, that can then be compared through different planners. AGAP selects the couple which achieved the best IPC score on the learning problems; if more algorithms achieved the same score some secondary criteria are used. These criteria include the number of solved problems, the number of problems in which the couple has been the fastest and the mean CPU time on solved problems. For the incremental planners¹, i.e. LPG and Lama, the best solution found within the CPU time limit is considered.

The quality score is defined as $\text{Score}(A, p)$, which is 0 if $p$ is unsolved, and $Q^*_p/Q(A_p)$ otherwise ($Q^*_p \leq Q(A)_p$ for any $A$). Quality is measured in terms of number of actions. The IPC score on a set of problems is given by the sum of the scores achieved on each considered problem.

The learning phase of AGAP requires running all the available algorithms, namely every planner for every encoding (30 in the current version), the time spent for the learning phase could be high. Therefore, it seems reasonable to use some sort of heuristic which can prune unpromising couples before or at an early stage of the learning phase. A simple approach may be based on an ‘incremental pruning’ strategy, i.e., solve a part of the training problems with all the couples, after that remove the worst ones and continue solving another part of the training problems with the remaining couples, then prune the worst and so on. A more sophisticated approach could be based on exploiting knowledge we have about planners and/or encodings.
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¹An incremental planner produces a sequence of solutions with increasing plan quality which are generated with increasing CPU times.


